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A Cat among the Penguins 
	  

	  
	  

A particular cover added to the List of Offers of 
this site at its last update in April aroused more 
interest than most. This prompted Ralph 
Riddell-Carre to tread a considerable research 
path. Here is his report. 

	  
	  
	  

A new discovery or a suspect postmark. 
	  

Recently I came across a Silver Jubilee cover for sale that had the set thereon, the 1/- value 
showing the variety: lightning conductor on the gable of St. George’s Chapel to the left of the right 
spire, Plate 3 R.2/5. The cover, which I shall call the ‘Russell cover’ is addressed to the UK with 
each stamp tied by a rather indistinct South Georgia SG4 date stamp 8.45PM 10 JY 35. 

	  
Now Plate 3 is only known to have been used, as far as the Falkland Islands are concerned, for the 
second printing of the 1/- which did not arrive in Stanley until 28 October 1935. This suggests 
four possibilities: 

	  
It is totally genuine meaning Plate 3 was used in the first printing as well as the second. 
or it is a genuine cover but the flaw is a look alike on a first printing stamp and not the 
lightning conductor. 
or the cancellation has been backdated and the 1/- stamp is from the second printing. 
or the cancellation is a forgery and the 1/- stamp is from the second printing. 

	  
Tony Ainscough was the vendor. He is an acknowledged expert on the 1935 Silver Jubilee issue 
and, after careful examination of the stamp, concluded that it is definitely a genuine example of 
Plate 3 R.2/5 (the lightning conductor). I have looked at a scan, see below, and it certainly looks 
like the lightning conductor flaw. John Cooper, another acknowledged expert on the 1935 Silver 
Jubilee issue, subsequently confirmed that, in his opinion, the stamp was a genuine example of 
Plate 3 R.2/5. See immediately below a scan of the cover and an enlargement of the part of the 1/- 
showing the lightning conductor. 

	  

 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

Enlargement of the 
1/- showing the 
lightning conductor 
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The colours of the first and second printings are slightly different. First - slate and purple; second 
-slate and deep (or blackish) purple. I think distinguishing between the first and second printing by 
colour, particularly a stamp used in South Georgia, whose climatic conditions and whaling 
environment plays merry hell with colours could not be sufficiently relied upon to identify the 
printing with certainty. I think this would be so even had I been able to compare, in day light, 
known first and second printing stamps with the cover. I have only seen a scan and if anything the 
stamp appeared to be more of a reddish purple not a deep purple so that did not help. 

	  
Next I checked old auction catalogues for sales of used examples of stamps from Plates 1 and 3. I 
did not find many but those that I did see all had November 1935 date stamps save for lot 2584 in 
Grosvenor’s Wednesday 21 November 2007 auction of the Sahgal Collection of the 1935 Silver 
Jubilee issue. This lot is described as follows: - “1/- Slate and purple showing variety “two swans” 
[Pl.3,R.2/2] tied, with rest of set, on envelope addressed to Middlesex by SG4 type cancellations 
dated 10 JY 35, assumed, if not fake, to have been backdated, as examples of the 1/- printed from 
Plate 3 could not have arrived on the Island by this date. A scarce variety, however, one of only 94 
possible, in the same manner as the “extra flagstaff” and “ lightning conductor”. 

	  
This is the same SG4 cancellation as on the Russell cover I am investigating which suggests that it 
is also either a fake or backdated cancellation. The two covers are quite probably addressed to the 
same person (Miss. Russell) in Middlesex and may well be part of a larger series of letters as the 
1/- stamps on these two covers come from positions 8 and 11 of a Plate 3 sheet. 

	  
I now asked myself why anyone would want to backdate or forge this July cancellation. I think the 
‘Davies’ cover shown below provides the answer it being noted to be ‘First Day S. Georgia.’  This is 
a genuine cover with a genuine SG4 date stamp 8.45 PM 10 JY 35. SG.4 was used frequently to 
cancel Silver Jubilee stamps. 

	  

 
	  

This is not a First day cover. The stamps were issued on South Georgia on 7 May. However there 
was some confusion and 10 July was for a time wrongly assumed by many people to be the first 
day of issue on South Georgia as evidenced by this extract from a dealer’s contemporary 
advertisement. 
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B.H.S.Grant took up the misconception regarding South Georgia first day covers in a letter 
published in the same magazine that carried the misleading dealer’s advertisement. Below is the 
relevant part of this letter. 

	  

 
	  

There were few ships that visited South Georgia outside of the whaling season (October to April). 

The SS Lafonia called at South Georgia in April arriving on 6 April and sailing on12 April. It next 

called at South Georgia in July arriving on 6 July and sailing on13 July. No other mail carrying 
ship visited South Georgia between April and July. Grant is therefore correct in saying that the 
first mail carrying Silver Jubilee stamps left South Georgia on 10 (actually 13) July. 

	  
This explains the annotation “First Day S. Georgia” on the ‘Davies’ cover and I believe why the two 
Plate 3 covers discussed above have a back dated or forged SG4 “first day” cancellation dated 10 
July 1935. 

	  
I think it most unlikely that this is a back dated postmark rather I think it likely that this is a 
forged date stamp that was “Made in Britain” and has never been anywhere near South Georgia. I 
also think that the person who made these forgeries is unlikely to have known that his covers had 
1/- stamps thereon with these scarce flaws. After all why deface a scarce flaw with a suspect 
postmark when mint copies of the flawed stamp were likely to be and indeed now are more 
valuable than used ones. As can be seen from the advertisement the dealer was asking £5 for the 
“first day cover”. At the time you could buy a set of either mint or used stamps for at the most 5/-. 
Stanley Gibbons had an initial asking price of 2s/2d. for a mint set. Quite a nice profit! 

	  
I am no expert on forged cancellations and whilst my suspicions were aroused when I compared 
the Russell cover with the Davies cover I was not prepared to say definitively that the SG4 
cancellation on the Russell cover was a forgery. I contacted Malcolm Barton and Stefan Heijtz to 
get their views. Both advised that it was a forgery. 

	  
Malcolm commented ‘The postmark is a forgery; I have never seen an example of this postmark 
SG4 without the  thick bar at the bottom being more obvious. However look at the "E"; the central 
bar is shorter than the outer ones in the illustrations on page 143 of the recently published sixth 
edition of the Heijtz specialised stamp catalogue, where as on the Russell cover it is of equal 
length.’ ** 
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Stefan commented ‘ I agree with Malcolm that this is most likely a forgery. All four strikes are 
unusually unclear, especially compared with the Davies cover, and this in itself is suspicious and 
there are differences to many of the (visible) letters. So, yes, a forgery.’ 

	  
Look for yourselves comparing the cancellations on the two covers. Look, for example, at the J in 
the date. 

	  
So a suspect postmark and not a new Silver Jubilee discovery but a new discovery of a different 
kind as this is the first recorded forgery of a SG4 cancellation. Beware, as there are quite likely to 
be more than two of these forged covers. 
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Editor’s note 

	  
The David Brandon expert committee has since determined that the Russell cover “...have forged South 
Georgia cancellations”. 

	  
**By way of a tailpiece, attached are close-up scans of the Russell and Davies postmarks and further timed 
South Georgia postmarks of later dates - selected to try to show the “E” in Georgia. 

	  

 
10 July Russell    4331  10 July Davies   2181  18 November  3886  26 November    3605  31 December    2382 


